Case Study: VOIP Automation Framework

VOIP Device Automation Testing Framework for Cloud UC
Provider
BUSINESS
REQUIREMENTS

To build an automation
framework for testing VOIP
devices against the Cloud
based Unified Communication solutions

The framework should be
designed for Polycom
phones but should also be
extensible to incorporate
other devices

Automate the test cases for
testing both web and
devices to achieve faster
release cycle

Enable automated pushing of
Action/soft keys to respective
Polycoms during various
stages of call to perform
certain actions

Ability to verify the call
status from the app after
each “action type” push to
the devices and provide an
interface to check the call
information

Provide interface for
Selenium test scripts for
integrations

Microsoft .net framework ,
C#, RESTAPIs

Polycom SDK, Polycom IP
Phones

Asterix

The automation of call flow
process using Polycom SDK /
API resulted in rapid
automation and cut down of
the testing cycle thus
resulting in faster release

The framework developed is
abstracted to incorporate
other device makes thus
making it extensible as the
product needs.

Bandwidth of the testing
team freed up to take up
more new feature /
exploratory testing
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